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Internationaltrade and open-access renewable
resources:the small open economy case
JAMES A. BRANDER and M. SCOTT TAYLOR
University of British Columbia

Abstract. We examine a small open economy with an open-accessrenewableresource.Using
a two-sector general equilibriummodel, we characterizethe autarkicsteady state, and then
show that tradereduces steady-stateutility for a diversifiedresourceexporter.Instantaneous
gains occur as trade opens, but they are eroded by ongoing resourcedepletion. The present
value of utility falls for appropriatediscount rates, and terms of trade 'improvements'may
be welfare reducing.We also show that autarkyprices, the patternof trade,and the structure
of productionall are linked to a simple ratio of the intrinsicresourcegrowth rate to labour
supply.
Commerceinternationalet ressource renouvelableen propriete commune:le cas d'une petite economie ouverte.Les auteursetudientle cas d'une petite economie ouvertedotee d'une
ressource renouvelableen proprietecommune. A l'aide d'un modele d'equilibre general 'a
deux secteurs, ils definissent le regime permanentautarcique,et puis montrentque le commerce internationalreduit l'utilite en regime permanentpour un exportateurde ressource
diversifie. On obtient des gains instantanesquand le commerce commence, mais ils diminuent avec l'epuisement continu de la ressource. La valeur presentede l'utilite tombe quand
on utilise des taux d'escompte appropries,et des 'ameliorations'des termes d'6echangepeuvent reduire le niveau de bien-etre. On montre aussi que les prix en regime autarcique,le
patternde commerce, et la structurede productionsont tous relies 'aun ratio simple du taux
de croissance intrinsequede la ressource sur l'offre de travail.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Concern over the sustainability of major renewable resource stocks has re-emerged
as a significant international policy issue. For example, there have been widely
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publicized claims that forests in countries such as Brazil, Canada, and Indonesia
are being harvestedexcessively rapidly.Other renewable resources, including fish
and wildlife stocks, also are alleged to be underthreatin many parts of the world.
Much of the concern over renewable resources arises from the 'open access'
problem. It has been well established (starting with the classic paper by Gordon
1954) that resourceover-exploitationmay occur when a common propertyresource
is subject to open access.' More generally, we can observe that over-exploitation
may occur if propertyrights over a resource stock are hard to define, difficult to
enforce, or costly to administer.Such problemsare alleged to be very important.For
example, Loayaza (1992, xi), after noting that the fishing industryprovides direct
employment to about 100 million people around the world, asserts: 'The most
importantcharacteristicof fisheries is the common propertyproblem embodying
open and free access to the resources ... Therefore, a large numberof traditional
fishing grounds, particularlyin coastal waters, are being over exploited.'
In cases where renewableresourceharvestsare exported,there is often particular
emphasis on the effect of internationaltrade on renewable resource management.
Furthermore,there is now considerableinterestin incorporatingtraderules focused
on resource management into the World Trade Organization (WTO) and other
internationalarrangements.2
Our objective in this paper is to examine the relationshipbetween international
trade and open-access renewable resources. Our most striking result is that trade
may be welfare reducing for a small open economy with an open-access resource.
In most real economies the tradeablerenewableresource sector is not large enough
to have more than a modest impact on aggregateeconomic performance.There are
several cases, however, where thiepossible negative effects of trade liberalization
on renewableresourcemanagementand economic development seem to be of firstorder importance.
One such case is the Philippines, where the hardwood forest has been substantially depleted duringthe post-Second-World-War
period. According to Bee (1987,
15), total harvestingof logs and lumber in the Philippines grew very dramatically
in the early part of this period, rising from about 1 million cubic metres annually
in the late 1940s to a peak of over 11 million cubic metres in 1969. Outputthen
fell graduallyto about 4 million cubic metres per year by the mid-1980s. Exports
played an importantrole in this, as forest products rose from about 1 per cent of
total exports in the late 1940s to a peak of about 40 per cent of total exports in
1969, before declining to about4 per cent by the mid-1980s. It is also worth noting
1 In the early literatureon renewableresources, the term 'common property'was often used as if it
necessarily implied open access. It is now standardin resource economics to distinguish between
'common property,'which is simply propertythat is collectively owned, and 'open access,' which
refers to an inability to restrictaccess to the resource. Common propertymay or may not be
subject to open access. It is, of course, open access, not collective ownership per se, that gives
rise to market failure.
2 The WTO does monitorresource managementat present.The GAFF FOCUS Newsletter of
March-April1994 (renamedthe WTOFOCUS as of January1995) reviews Iceland and observes
that 'almost free-of-chargeaccess to the fishing grounds ... had encouragedover-expansionof the
fleet and over-fishing.'
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that the share of exports in GDP itself rose from about 9 per cent in the late 1940s
to about 15 per cent by 1970, reflecting the increasingopenness of the Philippine
economy and implying a truly remarkablegrowth of forest products exports. According to Kummer (1992, 75), between 1950 and the mid-1980s the forest stock
was reduced by about 50 per cent and was continuingto decline rapidly.
As emphasizedby Kummer(1992), the Philippineforest sector was very poorly
regulated.The combinationof forest exploitationby subsistence 'squatters'and illegal logging sponsoredby senior militaryand governmentofficials seeking private
gain created the equivalentof an open-access environment.Also, even legal firms
with legitimate timber licences had an incentive to exploit the forest rapidly because of the high level of political uncertaintythey faced. Furthermore,a frequently
expressed motivation for the excessive logging that occurredwas a desire to 'earn
foreign exchange,' which is consistent with the dramaticgrowth of forest-based
exports in the 1960s and the continuing high level of exports in the 1970s and
early 1980s. Finally, largely as a result of depletion,there was a significantdecline
in forest-basedexport earnings during the 1980s, which contributedto the decline
in per capita real income that occurredover this decade. Thus the Philippinepattern
appearsto fit our model very well.
A similar and perhaps more extreme case is the Ivory Coast, as described by
Brown (1995, 8-9). In the Ivory Coast, outputand exportsof hardwoodrose rapidly
in the 1960s and early 1970s, yielding export earningsof US$300 million per year,
but substantially depleting the forests. By the early 1990s export earnings had
dropped to about US$30 million per year, and the general decline in the forest
sector was a significantfactor in the approximate50 per cent decline in per capita
real income that occurredbetween 1980 and 1994. At the very least, the Philippines
and Ivory Coast cases suggest a possible relationshipbetween renewable resource
mismanagementand increasing internationalopenness.
A full characterizationof the interactionbetween internationalopenness and
renewableresource managementis beyond the scope of any one paper, but in this
paperwe take three significantsteps forward.First,we constructa useful new model
by combining the canonical renewable resource model of Schaefer (1957) with
the standardRicardianmodel of internationaltrade. With this general equilibrium
model in hand, we then characterizethe determinantsof comparativeadvantageand
link autarkyrelative prices to a simple fundamentalparameterreflecting both the
biology of renewableresource growth and the scale of factor endowments.Finally,
we consider the effects of trade on a small countrywith a nationallyowned openaccess renewable resource, and we provide necessary and sufficient conditions for
trade to be welfare improvingor welfare reducing.
Focusing on the small-countrycase and assumingthat the resourceis nationally
owned ratherthan transboundarylimit the scope of the analysis, but these assumptions seem like a naturalstartingpoint. We note in passing that most open-access
renewable resources of currentinterest are nationally owned, including almost all
forest stocks and pasturelandand most inland and coastal fisheries.
One of the two goods is a resourcegood producedusing labourand the resource
stock. The other good is a generic 'manufactures'good producedusing only labour.
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The closed-economy version of the model is a naturalgeneral equilibriumextension
of the canonical Schaefer (1957) renewable resource model, but it has not, to our
knowledge,been previously studied.(Therehave been previous generalequilibrium
models of open access resources,including Weitzman 1974.) The closed-economy
model is of some interest in itself and could potentially be used for a range of
applications.We show, for example, that technical progress in resource harvesting
can be welfare-reducing.Also, in Brander and Taylor (1997b), we combine the
autarkyresource model with population dynamics to explain economic cycles on
Easter Island. Our main focus here, however, is on internationaltrade. To trade
theorists,the model will look muchlike a two-good Ricardianmodel, where at every
point in time relative prices are determinedsolely by relative labour productivities.
The evolution of these temporaryRicardianequilibria,however, is driven by factor
endowmentconsiderations.
As a necessarypreliminaryto our discussion of tradewe use the closed-economy
model to characterizethe determinantsof autarkyrelative prices or 'comparative
advantage.'We then assume that the parametersof the model are such than a nontrivial autarkicsteady state exists, and we allow the country to participatein world
marketsat fixed world prices.
Withinthis context we are able to prove severalinterestingresults.First, we show
thatthe ratio of a biological parameter,referredto as the 'intrinsic' resourcegrowth
rate (and denoted r), to labour (denoted L) determinesautarkyrelative prices and
hence indexes 'comparativeadvantage.'If we consideredtwo hypotheticalcountries
with the same ratio of r to L (and with identicalhomotheticpreferences),then they
would share the same autarkyprices, independentof scale. For some sufficiently
high ratio of r/L, a countrywould have an autarkyprice of the resource good less
thanthe world price and can thereforebe referredto as 'resourceabundant'relative
to the world as a whole.
Second, we show that when a country is resource abundantin this sense, it
as trade opens, exports the resource good
exports the resource good on irrmpact
everywherealong the transitionpath towardsits new steady state, and exports the
resource good in steady state as well. Conversely, a sufficiently low ratio of r/L
implies thatthe autarkyrelativeprice for the resourcegood exceeds the world price.
Such a countrywill import the resourcegood on impact, along the transitionpath,
and in steady state. Therefore,this simple fundamentalratio determinescomparative
advantage,and comparativeadvantageis a reliable predictorof trade flows both in
and out of steady state.
Third, we show that, for a broad range of parameter values, the resourceexporting country will not specialize in producing the resource good in steady
state, but will undertakediversified production in steady state. This occurs for
moderatelevels of ratio r/L. Very high levels of r/L lead to steady-statespecialization in resource good production, and very low levels of r/L would lead to
specializationin manufactures.A resource abundantcountry with a moderate r/L
ratio will specialize in the resource good at the outset of trade and along the transition path, but it will eventually become diversified in production. We show that
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such an economy exhibits an interestingintertemporalpatternof early gains from
internationaltrade, followed by a period of declining utility levels. Instantaneous
utility falls along the transition path because of resource depletion effects until
it reaches a new steady-state level, which is unambiguouslylower than autarkic
steady-stateutility. Consequently,for a resource-abundantcountrythat cannot specialize in the resource good, steady-state utility is necessarily reduced by trade;
moreover, for sufficiently small discount rates the overall welfare implications of
trade are also negative.
Finally, we provide several counter-intuitiveresults regardingthe welfare significance of terms-of-tradeeffects. For a resource-abundantcountry that cannot
specialize in the resource good, we show that steady-stateutility levels fall monotonically with 'improvements' in this country's terms of trade. In addition, for
sufficiently small discount rates, the overall welfare implications of international
trade will be less favourable for a resource exporter the more 'favourable'is the
world relative price of the resource good! For a countrythat can specialize in the
resourcegood, we find the unusualresult thatthe small country'ssteady-stateutility
is U-shaped in the terms of trade. Internationaltrade at low or very high world
relative prices for the resource good would raise steady-stateutility, but trade at
intermediatelevels would reduce steady-stateutility.
In this paper we draw on the literatureon renewable-resourceeconomics. This
literatureis too large to cite in any detailed fashion. Valuable overviews include
Clark (1990), Munro and Scott (1985), and Neher (1990). The literatureon tradein
renewable resources seems comparativelymodest in scope. The review article on
trade and resourcesby Kemp and Long (1984) is devoted mostly to non-renewable
resources and has relatively little coverage of trade in renewable resources. The
early papers most closely related to ours are McRae (1978) and Scott and Southey
(1969), both of which consider tradeinvolving open-access renewableresources.In
a companion paper, Branderand Taylor (1997a), we apply the structuredeveloped
in this paper to the case of two countries, where world relative prices become
endogenous, and we analyse the effects of various trade policies in that context.
In Branderand Taylor (1997c) we consider trade between an optimally regulated
country and an otherwise identical open access country.
Our contributiondiffers from previous work in several significant ways. Most
obviously, we focus on the open-access case, whereasmuchof the existing literature
on renewableresourceshas focused on the optimal exploitationproblem,implicitly
(or explicitly) assuming that propertyrights are adequatelyenforced.While optimal
exploitation is of interest, it also seems importantto understandcases in which
propertyrights are less than complete,3especially if we are consideringtradeflows
involving low-income countries.
Chichilnisky (1994) considers the effects of trade between a country with incomplete propertyrights (the 'South') and a countrywith complete propertyrights
3 Among those papers that do consider incomplete propertyrights, almost all consider the openaccess case (as we do), which is the other extreme. Papers in this category include Scott and
Southey (1969), Markusen(1976), and McRae (1978). One recent exception that deals with
effects of costly access under duopoly is Mason and Polansky (1994).
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(the 'North'). In this context, she shows that the tradingequilibriumis not Pareto
efficient. However, as the autarkyequilibriumis also Pareto inefficient, it is not
established in the formal proofs in her paper that trade reduces welfare (relative
to autarky)for the 'South.' Our paper does establish, in a quite different model
incorporatingdepletioneffects, thatthe resource-exportingcountryloses from trade
in an importantclass of cases.
Finally, our model allows clear identification of the necessary and sufficient
conditions for tradeto be welfare improvingor welfare reducing in the presence of
open-access renewableresources. As such, our paper is a contributionto the large
general category of papers dealing with the effects of trade in economies with
existing distortions.In particular,some of our results bear a structuralresemblance
to those found in the trade and increasingreturnsliterature.
In the remainderof this paper we proceed as follows. In section II the basic
model of renewable resource growth is set out and the open access assumption
is introduced.A closed economy model incorporatingan open access renewable
resourceis developed in section I1I.The analysis of the small open economy case
is containedin section IV. Concludingremarksare offered in section V.
II.

RENEWABLE

THE OPEN-ACCESS

RESOURCE

MODEL

Before proceeding to the general equilibriumsetting, it is useful to describe the
basic structureof renewableresourcegrowth.We have in mind a renewableresource
such as a forest or a fish species. The stock of the resource at time t is denoted
S(t). The naturalgrowth rate of the resource, G, is taken to be a function of the
existing stock. The change in the stock at time t is the naturalgrowth rate, G(S(t)),
minus the harvestrate, H(t):
dS/dt = G(S(t))

-

H(t).

(1)

Perhapsthe simplest empirically plausible form for G is the logistic function,4as
given by (2):
G(S) = rS(1

-

S/K).

(2)

The variableK is the maximumpossible size for the resource stock and is referred
to as the 'carryingcapacity' of the resource. If stock S equals K, then the growth
rate is zero and furtheradditions to the stock cannot occur. The variable r is the
'intrinsic' or 'uncongested' growth rate. Note that the proportional growth rate
4 The logistic model has a long history in biology. First proposed early in the nineteenthcentury,
the primaryreason for its wide use is its apparentempirical success, including the widely cited
work of Pearl (1930) on fruit fly populations.Feller (1940) discusses the general relevance of the
logistic model for biological populations.Our analysis can be generalized (with some algebraic
difficulty) to any compensatorygrowth function (i.e., one that starts at zero, rises, peaks, falls,
and reaches zero at some finite level). Forest resources generally satisfy these properties.
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G(S)/S would be approximatelyequal to r if congestion effects were negligible in
the sense that the carryingcapacity was very large relative to the currentstock.
The functional form for the harvest rate, H, would normally be derived from
the economic incentives (or other decision rules) that control the behaviour of
harvesters.As discussed in the introduction,we assume an open-access economic
regime. The open-access case was first analysed by Gordon (1954). With open
access, harvesting occurs up to the point at which the currentreturn to a representative entrantis just equal to the entrant'scurrentcost. Note that no harvester
has any incentive to delay harvestingas long as positive currentrents are available,
because of the legitimate expectation that someone else will harvest the resource
instead. While we might believe that incomplete propertyrights would often manifest themselves in a less extreme fashion than complete open access, the issues
raised by poor resourcemanagementarise most starkly,and thereforemost clearly,
in this setting.
III.

CLOSED-ECONOMY

GENERAL

EQUILIBRIUM

WITH

A RENEWABLE

RESOURCE

We now introduce an explicit Ricardiangeneral equilibriumsetting for a country
with a nationally owned open-access renewable resource. The country can potentially engage in trade, but first we examine the closed-economy or autarkic
equilibrium.We use explicit functional forms that allow us to obtain closed-form
solutions for various quantitiesof interest. Despite the use of specific functional
forms, much of the analysis can be readily generalized, as discussed in section V,
below.
1. Production and Supply

The countryproduces and consumes two goods. H is the harvestfrom a renewable
resource.M is some other good, which might be thoughtof as manufactures.Good
M is treatedas the numerairewhose price is normalizedto 1. Aside from the stock
of the renewable resource, S, there is only one additional factor of production,
labour, L. Manufacturesare produced using labour as the only input. By choice
of units, one unit of labour produces one unit of good M. As the price of good
M is 1, it follows that labour's value of marginal product in manufacturingis 1.
Therefore,given competitivelabourmarkets,the wage must equal 1 if manufactures
are produced.
We assume thatharvestingof the resourceis carriedout accordingto the Schaefer
harvestingproductionfunction,5which is written as follows,
Hp=

aSLH,

(3)

5 The Schaefer harvestingfunction has been extensively applied to fishing, notably in Schaefer
(1957), and is thought to be a good empirical descriptionof fishing (holding capital and technology constant). Its use is perhapsmore questionablein forestry.The importantpropertyof this
function for our analysis is constantreturnsin labour input, and this is empirically reasonable.
One supportiveempirical test of this model is Patersonand Wilen (1977), who apply the Schaefer
model to the North Pacific seal hunt.
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where LH is the amount of labour used in resource harvestingand a is a positive
constant. (The superscriptP staindsfor production.)We let aLH(S) representunit
labour requirementsin the resource sector. From (3), unit labour requirementsare
aLH(S) = LH/H

=
1_/(aS).

(3a)

Note that a' (S) < 0. As the resource stock falls, unit labour requirementsrise.
Productionin both sectors is carriedout by competitive profit-maximizingfirms
under conditions of free entry. Thus, the price of the resource good must equal its
unit cost of production.It follows that
p = waLH = w/(aS),

(4)

where w is the wage. The condition that p = waLHincorporatesthe open-access
assumption, because it means that labour costs are the only explicit cost of production. There is no explicit rental cost for using resource stock S.
Labour is freely mobile, implying that both sectors must have the same wage.
Therefore,if manufacturesare produced, the wage in both sectors must be 1, and
(4) becomes
p

=

1/(aS).

(4a)

2. Utility, consumption, and demand

A representativeconsumer is endowed with one unit of labour and is assumed to
have instantaneousutility given by the following Cobb-Douglas utility function,
U - hlml-'l,

(5)

where h representsindividual consumption of the resource good, m is individual
consumption of manufactures,and taste parameter/ is strictly between 0 and
1. The representativeconsumer maximizes utility at each moment, subject to the
instantaneousbudget constraintgiven by
ph+m = w.

(6)

As is well known, takingp and w as exogenous and maximizing (5) subject to (6)
yields the demand functions h = w//p and m = w(1 - O). Noting that aggregate
demands for H and M are given by Hc = hL and Mc - mL, we find
Hc = w/L/p

Mc = w(1-/O)L,

(7)

where the C superscriptstands for consumption.It is useful to rewrite the demand
for H in inverse form:
p -w/L/HC.

(8)
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Note that with Cobb-Douglas preferencesboth goods are 'essential.' Since good
M is essential and cannot be exhausted,it will always be consumed. Therefore,in
autarky,M must be producedand the autarkywage must be 1.
3. Ricardian temporaryequilibrium
At a given moment the resource stock S is fixed, and the economy is Ricardian.
The full employment condition given by
HpaLH(S)+M

=L

(9)

defines a standardRicardianproductionpossibility frontier. Substituting(3a) into
(9) yields
Hp=

aLS

-

aSM.

(10)

The temporaryequilibriumcan be solved algebraicallyby setting the supply price
given by (4) equal to the demand price given by (8). Equating the two prices and
solving for H yields
H = a/3LS.

(11)

We referto expression (11) as the 'harvestschedule,' since it gives us the temporary
equilibriumharvest for any given resource stock. The equilibriumoutput of M is
simply M = (1 - O)L, and hence a fraction : of the labour force is employed in
the resource sector.
The temporary equilibriumjust described is much like a standardRicardian
equilibrium,except that the vertical interceptof the productionpossibility frontier
depends on the stock, S, as does the equilibriumvalue of H. At any temporary
equilibriumthere is no guarantee,of course, that the harvest will equal the underlying biological growthrate of the resource.The next step, therefore,is to consider
the interactionbetween the temporaryRicardianequilibriumand the evolution of
the resource stock.
4. Transitionto the steady state
In figure 1 we combine our temporaryequilibriumharvest schedule H(S) (from
(11)) with the logistic growth equation G(S) (from (2)) to trace the evolution of
the resource stock. (A characterizationof the transition path and the conditions
necessary for a steady state to exist are given in proposition 1.) Figure 1 illustrates
a situation where the initial stock level, SO,leads to a harvest, H(SO),in excess of
the naturalgrowth rate, G(SO).Accordingly, the stock shrinks toward the autarkic
steady state level, SA.The steady-stateharvestis illustratedby the point at which the
harvestschedule intersectsthe growthcurve in figure 1. At the point of intersection,
dS/dt (given by (1)) is zero. As drawn,this solution is to the rightof the 'maximum
sustainable yield' (MSY) given by the peak of the growth curve, but it could in
principle also be to the left of MSY or at MSY.
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H(S)

=

43LS

H(SO)

G(SA)=H(SA)

G(SO)

K

-

G(So)

-

~

L

SA

G

G(S)

rS(1-S/K)

SO

FIGURE 1 Resource dynamics

Figure 2 illustratesthe correspondingtransitionof a Ricardiantemporaryequilibrium towards the steady state. At some initial resource stock, So, the associated
harvest is H(So). As the resource stock shrinks towards the autarky steady state
level, SA, productionfunction (3) implies that the Ricardianproductionpossibility
frontierpivots inward,as shown, until the temporaryequilibriumharvestfalls to a
level equal to the underlyingnaturalgrowth of the resource.
Because utility is Cobb-Douglas, consumption of M is unaffected by the resource stock adjustment.More generally, consumptionof both manufacturesand
the resource good would change as stock adjustmenttook place. To solve for the
steady-state stock, we note that the temporaryequilibriumcondition (11) must be
satisfied and, in addition,dS/dt as given by (1) must be zero. This implies that the
harvest given by (11) must equal the resource growth rate given by (2), yielding
ao/3LS= rS(I

(12)

S/K).

-

Mechanically solving (12) for S yields S = 0 or S
SA = K(1 - ao/3L/r).

=

SA, as given by
(13)

Providedthat SA as given in (13) is positive, SA is the unique interior(i.e., positive)
autarkicsteady-statestock. Substitutingthe value of SA given by (13) into condition
(4a) allows us to solve for the correspondingsteady-stateautarkyprice, pA. This
solution is
pA =

1/(aK(

-

ao/3L/r))

(14)

Finally, to obtain the associated steady-stateharvest,6we substituteSA as given by
(13) into (11) to find
H = Oa3LK(1- a/L/r).

(15)

6 Implicit in this analysis is the fact that the steady-statesupply curve for an open-access resource
good is backwardbending, as was demonstratedby Copes (1970). See also Scott and Southey
(1969).
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Harvest

Tangency:-1/p=-SO
'

H(So

'

'

H(SA) )

aH=SOL -aSOM

M

L
Manufactures

FIGURE 2 Temporaryequilibriumdynamics

It is apparentfrom (13) and (15) that a steady state with positive stock and harvest
levels will not exist for all parametervalues. The main parameterrestriction is
given in part (ii) of proposition 1.
PROPOSITION 1.

i) For all parameter values, a possible steady state exists at S = H = 0.
ii) A steady-statesolution with a positive stock exists if and only if
r/L> af.

(16)

iii) If a positive autarkicsteady-statestock, SA,exists, then it is the uniquepositive
solution, it is globally stable, and convergence to this steady state from any
initial positive stock is monotonic (i.e., dS/dt > 0 for all positive stock levels
less than SA and dS/dt < Ofor all S > SA).
iv) If (16) is not satisfied, the resource will be extinguishedand the unique steady
state is S = H = 0.
Proof. (i) follows from inspection of equation(12). If S = 0, no resourcegrowthis
possible, so this must be a steady state. (ii) follows from the observationthat SAin
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expression (13) is positive if and only if (16) holds. (iii) follows from inspection of
figure 1, but it is useful to characterizethe evolution of S(t) exactly. The dynamics
of our autarkymodel are governed by equation (1). Substituting(2) and (11) into
(1) implies that dS/dt = rS(1 -- S/K) - a3LS, subject to S(t = 0) = So. This
non-linear differential equation can be transformedinto a linear equation by the
change of variablesS = 1/V. Solving the transformedlinear equation shows that
S(t)

=

1/(b/a + ce%"),

(17)

where a = r - a/L, b = r/K, and c = (1/So -- b/a). Taking the derivative of
S(t) with respect to t shows that dS/dt > 0 if So < SA and dS/dt < 0 if So > SAProvided (16) holds, the adjustmentof the stock proceeds monotonically towards
SA, implying both stability and monotonicity.(iv) is implied by (i) and (ii). It can
also be readily inferredfrom figure 1.
U

The slope of the harvest schedule is a/L, while the slope of the growth curve
at S = 0 is r. Proposition 1 therefore can be readily understood by noting that
condition (16) means thatthe harvestschedulein figure 1 must lie inside the growth
curve. If so, there is a unique, stable, positive solution. Note that there is a unique
positive steady state despite the fact that a given harvest level can be achieved by
either of two different stock levels. This follows because only one stock level is
consistent with overall labourmarketequilibrium.If the parameterrestrictiongiven
in proposition 1 is not met, the harvestline will lie above the growth curve, leading
to extinction of the resource.
5. Comparativesteady states
We can see from differentiationof equations (13)415) with respect to r and K
that an increase in intrinsic growth rate r or carrying capacity K would increase
steady-statestock and harvestlevels, while reducingthe price of the resource good.
The comparativesteady-stateeffects of changes in a, f, and L are slightly more
subtle, as described in proposition 2.
PROPOSITION2. An increase in conditional labour-harvestingproductivity a, taste
parameter 3, or labour supply L will
i) increase the steady-state harvest if r/L > 2a: and decrease the steady-state
harvest if r/L < 2a:;
ii) increase the relative price of the resource good if r/L < 2a(x and descrease
it if r/L > 2a:; and
iii) lower the steady-state resource stock.
iv) A sufficientlylarge increase in a, f, or L will cause extinction of the resource.

Proof Results (i)-(iii) follow from differentiationof expressions (13)-(15). We
report the algebra only for dHI/da, since the other effects are derived in similar
fashion. Differentiating(15) with respect to a yields
dH/da

= aQK - 2aK(L/3)2 /r = 3LK(I - 2a/3L/r).

(18)
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From (18) it follows that whether dH/da is positive or negative depends on the
sign of 1 - 2alL/r, which depends, in turn,on whether r/L exceeds or falls short
of 2af, as was to be shown. Result (iv) follows from the observationthat if a, 1,
or L increases sufficiently,then eventually alx will exceed r/L, violating condition
M
(16), which implies that extinction will occur.
These effects can be understoodusing figure 1. The condition that r/L < 2afl
can be rewrittenas ao/L > r/2, where aofL is the slope of the harvest schedule
in figure 1. If slope ao/L is less than r/2, then the harvest schedule must intersect
the growth curve on its downward-slopingportion (i.e., S > K/2), as drawn. In
this case, a small increase in a, 3, or L causes the slope of the harvest schedule to
increase, making the harvest schedule pivot upwardslightly. The new intersection
between the harvest schedule and the growth curve is therefore slightly higher
on the growth curve, implying that the steady-state harvest will increase, while
the steady-state stock diminishes. Alternatively, if aofL > r/2, then the harvest
schedule will intersectthe growth curve on its upward-slopingpart (i.e., S < K/2),
implying that a small increase in a, 3, or L would induce a steady-statedecline in
both the stock and the harvest. Sufficiently large increases in a, f, or L will cause
ao3Lto exceed r, violating condition (16) and causing the harvest schedule to lie
above the growth curve, leading to extinction of the resource.
It is perhaps not surprisingthat a sufficiently large increase in L (representing
population increase) would cause extinction. After all, resource capacity is finite
and will eventuallybe swampedby populationgrowth.It is somewhatmore striking
that improvementsin harvesting technology, reflected by increases in a, may be
damagingor even catastrophic,given the underlyingopen-access marketfailure.7
6. Factor proportions
For a positive steady-stateharvest to exist, the economy must be sufficiently 'resource abundant'in the sense that r/L must be sufficiently large. From (12) it
is apparentthat the flow of services from any positive resource stock, measured
by the sustainableharvest it can support, is proportionalto intrinsic growth rate
r. In essence, r representsthe flow of services available from the resource stock.
Variable L is the flow of labour services. The ratio r/L can then be viewed as
measuringthe relative factor service flow.
From equation (14) we see that equiproportionateincreases in the labour force
and in the intrinsicrate of resourcegrowthleave autarkyrelativeprices unchanged.8
Comparativeadvantage,as reflected by autarkyprices, is determinedby the composition of factor flows in that an increase in the relative resource abundanceof
7 The U.S. passengerpigeon was hunted to extinction in the nineteenthcenturyfollowing improvement in huntingefficiency (better rifles). (We thank GardnerBrown for this example.) Similarly,
the blue whale was huntedto near extinction during the period 1930-60 as a result of improved
whaling technology. It is estimated that there were approximately250,000 blue whales at the beginning of the twentiethcentury.Recent (mid-1994) estimates put the blue whale population at
about 500.
8 The intuitionis as follows. Startingfrom a steady state, consider a doubling of both L and r. On
impact, since tastes are homothetic,the demand for both goods doubles because income, wL =
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the economy, as measuredby r/L, lowers the relative price of the resource good.
A decrease in r/L raises this relative price. Therefore, the steady-state properties
of the model are closely related to factor proportions.
IV.

THE SMALL

OPEN

ECONOMY

1. The temporaryequilibriumpattern of production and trade
We consider an economy that is small in the sense that the world relative price
of the resource good can be taken as exogenous. We denote this world price as
p*. We assume that the small country is at an initial autarkic steady state, then
becomes open to trade. When tradeopens, the temporarypatternof productionin
the countryis determinedsolely by the relativereturnsto labour in the two sectors.
As trade opens, the resource stock is at its autarky level, SA. Therefore, from
(3), the marginal product of labour in the resource sector is aSA. The new wage
availablein the resourcesector is simply the value of marginalproduct,which is the
world price times the marginalproduct:P*aSA. If this wage exceeds 1 (the wage
availablein the manufacturingsector), then all workersmove to the resource sector,
and the economy will temporarilyspecialize in productionof the resource good.
Conversely,if p*aSA < 1, then all workerswill move to the manufacturingsector. If
P*aSA = 1, the initial temporaryequilibriumpatternof productionis indeterminate,
since workers are indifferentbetween the two sectors. The productionpatterncan
readily be linked to the comparisonof autarkyand world prices, as described in
proposition3.
In the initial temporaryequilibriumfollowing the opening of trade,
the small economy will
i) specialize in and export the resource good if p* > pA;
ii) specialize in and export manufacturesif p* < pA; and
iii) have an indeterminatepattern of trade and production if p* = p

PROPOSITION3.

Proof. (i) From (4a) we know that pA
p*

>

pA,

-

I/OaSA,

or pAaSA = 1. Therefore, if

then p*aSA > 1, implying that the value of marginal product (and the

wage) available in the resource sector exceeds 1, which in turn implies that the
small country specializes in the resourcegood. Since both goods are essential and
prices are finite, both goods must be consumed, implying that the resource good
mustbe exported so as to obtainimportsof manufactures.Cases (ii) and (iii) follow
U
by parallel reasoning.
Provided that the world price differs from the autarkyprice, the autarkyresource
stock, SA, will not be consistent with a tradingsteady state. Following the opening
L, doubles. Also, both the temporaryequilibriumharvest and the productionof manufactures
double. Thus the currentdemand and currentsupply of each good double, leaving relative prices
unchanged.We can also see that this new temporaryequilibriumis sustainable as a steady state,
because doubling r also doubles the sustainableharvestfor the given resource stock. It follows
that this new temporaryequilibriumis a new steady state as well.
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of trade, the resource stock will evolve towards a new steady state. It is useful to
consider the case of p* > pA (comparativeadvantagein the resource sector) and
p* < pA (comparativeadvantagein the manufacturingsector) separately.
2. Transition to a steady state for a diversified resource abundant country (p* >

pA)

The movementto a new steady state for the case p* > pA can be readilyunderstood
using figure 3. The initial autarkyproduction and consumptionpoint is given by
E. The productionpossibility frontierhas a vertical interceptat L/aLH(SA), which
equals LaSA, and a horizontalintercept at L. When trade opens, if p* > pA, then,
as describedin proposition3, the economy immediatelyspecializes in the resource
good and the temporaryequilibriumproduction point moves to the vertical axis
at LaYSA.Hence, the economy's initial free-tradebudget line has vertical intercept
LaYSAand slope - l/p, and it lies outside the autarkyproductionpossibility frontier, as shown. The new temporaryequilibriumconsumptionpoint, given by point
C, must lie on the budget line above and to the right of E, the autarkyconsumption
point. Thus, when trade opens, this economy exports the resource good, imports
manufactures,and experiences temporarygains from trade.
At the initial tradingtemporaryequilibrium,all labour has enteredthe resource
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sector, implying that the temporaryharvest rate has risen above the steady-state
autarkylevel. (Recall that in autarkyonly fraction : of the labour force was employed in the resource sector.) I'hus,the harvestrate exceeds the growth rate of the
resource and the resource stock diminishes. As the resource stock shrinks, labour
productivityin the resource sector falls in accordance with equation (3), and the
vertical interceptof the productionpossibility frontiermoves down along the vertical axis as shown by the arrows. As productionof the harvest falls along this
transitionpath, so too does the economy's free-tradebudget line. Exports of the
resourcegood, imports of manufactures,and the economy's gains from tradeshrink
as time progresses.
The exact time pattern of stock adjustmentand its consequent effect on production, utility, and trade flows can be worked out quite readily. The evolution of
the stock dS/dt during the transitionphase is, as before, governed by (1), which
implies in this case that dS/dt - rS(I - S/K) - aLS. (This is as it is in autarky,
with / replaced by 1, reflecting the fact that all of the labour force is now active
in harvesting.)Also, the initial condition in this case is S(O) = SA. The transition
path is described by the following equation:9
S(t) = 1/(b/a + ce '),

(17a)

where a = r

- aL, b -r/K,
and c = (1/SA - b/a). As implied by (17a), the
stock declines monotonicallyover time, as does labourproductivityin the resource
sector (and output) until either the value of marginalproductin the resource sector
is driven to 1, allowing diversified production,or the resource stock stabilizes at
a new (lower) level that can supportthe country's entire labour force at a wage
exceeding 1. These two cases correspondto diversificationand specialization, respectively. Either outcome is possible, depending on conditions to. be specified in
proposition7.
Figure 3 illustratesthe case of steady-statediversification.This diversificationis
reflected in the fact that the steady-stateproductionpossibility frontierand budget
line are coincident. This can be understoodby noting that the budget line and the
PPF always have the same vertical intercept(given by LaS). The budget line has
slope -I/p*, while the PPF will have this slope if both manufacturesand resource
products are produced (i.e., under diversification).Note that under diversification
the steady-statepost-tradebudget line has horizontalinterceptL. In this case the
economy consumes at point D. Under the assumptionof Cobb-Douglas utility (or
homotheticutility more generally), the steady-stateconsumptionpoint, D, must lie
on the same ray from the origin as the initial post-tradetemporaryconsumption
point, C. Moreover,point D must also correspondto the same consumptionof good
M as in autarky(point E) because nationalincome measuredin terms of good M

9 Strictly speaking, this equation describes the transitionpath as long as the economy remains
specialized in the resource good. The economy does remain specialized until the steady-state
harvestis reached. In the case of diversification,some labour shifts out of the resource sector at
this point.
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is identical in the two cases and preferencesare Cobb-Douglas.As a result, during
the transitionphase to the steady state, the economy's free-tradeconsumptionpoint
must lie along the same ray throughD and C.
The steady-state stock supportinga diversified trading steady state is denoted
SD. In order for SD to support diversified production, it must be the case (from
(4a)) that
SD = 1/((P)

(19)

or, equivalently,P*a?SD= 1. This implies that the value of marginalproduct is 1
in the resource sector and thereforeis equal to the value of marginalproductin the
manufacturingsector. The temporarypattern of productionis indeterminate,but
there is only one division of labour across sectors that is consistent with a steady
state. Labour has to be divided across sectors so that the currentharvest is just
equal to the natural growth rate. If more labour moved into the resource sector,
the resource stock would fall and with it the value of labour's marginalproduct
in resources. Workerswould move into manufacturing,which would rebuild the
stock and re-establish the previous equilibrium.Conversely, if labour moved out
of resources and into manufacturing,then the stock of the resource would grow
and the value of marginalproductin the resource sector would rise, which would
drive workersback into the resource sector. Consequently,the steady-statepattern
of productionis determinate,and the diversified steady state is stable.
It is apparentfrom figure 3 thatif p* > pA and a diversifiedsteady state emerges,
then the small country's steady state utility is reduced by internationaltrade. This
follows directly from the fact that the consumptionpossibility set in autarkydominates that in the diversified tradingsteady state. It is also apparentfrom figure 3
that the initial or impact effect of trade is to provide temporarygains from trade,
as the economy moves from consumption at point E to consumptionat point C.
These gains are eroded over time, however, as the economy moves from point C
towardspoint D. Given this time patternof early gains followed by eventuallosses,
there is some positive discount rate such that if future utility is discounted at this
rate or less, then the present discountedvalue of utility is reduced by trade.
This country exports the resource good and imports manufacturesduring the
entire transition phase towards the steady state. Yet once the economy shifts to
diversificationas the steady-state stock is reached, it is no longer obvious from
the diagram that the country still will export the resource good. It can, however,
be shown algebraically.The simplest way to proceed is to compare the country's
steady-statesupply of the resourcegood with its steady-statedemand. Steady-state
supply must, by the definition of the steady state, equal the natural growth rate
given by (2). Therefore, production, HP, is rSD(l - SD/K), where SD is given
by (19). In addition, quantitydemanded and consumed is given by (7) as Hc =
wfL/p* = fL/p* (noting that w = 1 whenever manufactures are produced). Taking
the difference between HP and Hc yields
HP

-

HC = (r/(ap*))(1

-

1/(ap*K))

-

fL/p*
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= (r/(ap*))[1 -- cxaL/r

-

1/(Kap*)]

= r[1/pA - l/p*]/(Ka2p*),

(20)

where the transitionbetween the second and third steps makes use of equation (14)
for pA. It follows that the sign of HP Hc (resourcegood exports) is the same as
the sign of p* - pA, leading to proposition4.
-

If p* > pA, and the trading steady state is diversified, then
i) the small countryexports the resource good and imports manufactures;
ii) the small country'ssteady-stateutilityis lower underfree trade than in autarky;
and
iii) for sufficientlysmall but positive discount rates, the present discounted value
U
of utility is reduced by trade.
PROPOSITION4.

Proposition 4 is a strong result, since it shows that when the small country
has a comparativeadvantagein productionof the resource good (as defined by
the condition that p* > pA) and remains diversified in production in the trading
steady state, then its steady-stateutility is driven below autarkylevels. However,
proposition 4 represents only one possibility. It is also possible that the small
country may specialize in productionof the resource good.
3. Transitionto a specialized steady state for a resource-abundantcountry
(p*

> pA)

Specializationresults if the resource stock stabilizes at a level that can sustain the
entire labour force at a wage exceeding 1. Using figure 3, we can infer that in a
specialized steady state, the small country's free-tradebudget line would have a
vertical intercept somewhere between LaSA and LaSD and a horizontal intercept

at a point on the horizontalaxis beyond L. In this case, steady-stateconsumption
possibilities in trade are not necessarily dominatedby those in autarky.
Severalresultsfollow immediatelyfrom diagrammaticreasoning.First, it is clear
that the small country exports the resource good and imports manufactures,both
in steady state and at every point along the transitionpath. Second, if the country's
taste for the manufacturedgood is sufficiently strong, then free trade will yield
higher utility in steady state (and along the transitionpath).
In addition, there always exists some p* high enough to ensure that the small
countrygains from trade everywhere along the transitionpath and in steady state.
To verify this last assertion, note that the utility of a representativeconsumer is
given by (5), and that per capita values of h and m are obtained by dividing the
1/(caSA).
expression in (7) by L. Under autarky,we know that w = 1 and p
Substitutingthese values into (7) and substitutingthe result into (5) allow us to
write the autarkyutility of a representativeconsumer, denoted uA, as
UA

_ [/3aSA]P[l -_/]>:.

(21)
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Denote the resource stock in a specialized equilibriumSz. From (4) it must be the
case that
w = cp*Sz,

(22)

which must exceed 1. Therefore,underfree trade,h = /w/p* = a/Sz (using (22))
and m = w(l - /) = p*a(l - /)Sz. Substituting these values for h and m into (5)
yields
u

=

[I3aSzlf[p*(1 - I)caSz] IS

(23)

From (21) and (23) it follows that
uT

<

u

if and only if Sz/(aXp*)lp < (SA)O.

(24)

Note that SA as given by (13) is independentof p*. We can solve for Sz by noting
that in a specialized steady state, HP = axLSz(from (3)). It must thereforebe the
case from (2) that aLSz = rSz(1 - Sz/K). It follows that
Sz = K(1 - cL/r).

(25)

We can see from (25) that Sz is also independentof p*. It follows from (24) that
steady-state utility under free trade can always be made to exceed autarkyutility
by making p* sufficiently high. Furthermore,there is some critical value of p*,
which we denote pr, such that uT would just equal uA. The key points from this
discussion are summarizedin proposition 5.
If p* > pA, and a specialized steady state arises, then
i) the small country exports the resource good and importsmanufactures;
ii) if p* > pr, then both steady-state utility and the discountedvalue of utility are
increased by trade;
iii) if p* < pr, then steady-stateutility is reduced by trade; the present discounted
value of utilitymay be increased or reducedby trade,dependingon the discount
U
rate.

PROPOSITION5.

We now consider the case in which the small countryhas a comparativeadvantage
in manufactures(i.e., when p* < pA).
4. Transitionto steady state for a resource-poor country (p* < pA)
Figure 4 depicts the movement of our economy towards a diversified steady state
when p* < pA. When trade opens, the economy immediately specializes in manufactures,as stated in proposition3. The initial temporaryequilibriumproduction
point moves to the horizontalaxis at L. The temporaryequilibriumconsumption
point will lie above the autarkyconsumption point on the free-tradebudget line
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with horizontalinterceptat L, as illustrated.When trade opens, the economy specializes in and exports manufactures,while it imports the resource good. From
figure 4 we see that there are initial gains from trade. Because the economy's entire labourforce is dedicatedto manufacturing,the harvestis zero, and the resource
stock grows in accordancewith (2).
As the resourcestock grows, the potentialproductivityof labour in the resource
sector also grows, and the economy's productionpossibility frontier pivots up as
shown by the arrows.Productionof the resource is still zero during the transition
phase and manufacturingoutputis constant (and equal to L). Therefore,exports of
manufactures,imports of the resource good, and instantaneousutility are constant
over time. This process continues until either the value of marginalproduct in the
resource sector rises to 1 and the economy becomes diversified,or the stock grows
until it reaches its carrying capacity, K. The stock will reach K if the world price of

the resource good is so low that the potential wage in the resource sector remains
less than 1 even at S = K. In the latter case, the economy remains specialized in
steady state.
Figure 4 illustratesthe case in which the economy becomes diversified. In this
case, the steady-stateproductionpossibility frontieris coincident with initial trading
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budget line. If, on the other hand, the world price of the resource good was sufficiently low, then the budget line drawnthroughL would intersect the vertical axis
at a point above LcxK.In this case, the economy would remain specialized in manufactures even in steady state, and the steady-stateproductionpossibility frontier
would be below the budget line, sharingonly the same horizontalintercept.
It can be inferred from figure 4 that steady-stateutility is higher in trade than
in autarky whether the steady state is diversified or specialized. In both cases,
the steady-state consumption possibilities set under trade dominates the autarky
consumption possibilities set. It is also apparentthat there are gains from trade
everywhere along the transitionpath; hence, the overall present discounted value
of utility must be higher under trade than in autarky.Finally, the economy must
export manufacturesin steady state, even if its steady-stateproductionis diversified
(and certainly if it is specialized in manufactures).The fact that even a diversified
economy exports manufacturesif p* < pA follows from (20), where it is shown
that exports of the resource good have the same sign as p* _ pA. Thus p* _pA < 0
implies that imports of the resource good are positive and the countrymust export
manufactures.
If p* < pA, then
i) the small country exports manufacturesand imports the resource good; and
ii) steady state and present discounted utility are increased by trade.

PROPOSITION 6.

5. The steady-statepattern of production
We have pointed out that specialized or diversifiedsteady states may arise, but we
have not yet specified the precise conditions that lead to one outcome or the other.
Proposition 7 gives these conditions.
PROPOSITION7.

i) The small open economy will specialize in manufacturesif (and only if)
p

1/(Kcx).

(26)

ii) The small open economy will produce both goods if (and only if)
p* > 1/(Kcx)and L/r > ( 1/a)[1

-

1/(p*Ka)].

(27)

iii) The small open economy will specialize in the resource good if (and only if)
L/r < (1/a)[1

-

1/(p*Ka)].

(28)

Proof (i) To specialize in manufactures,labour's value of marginal product in
the resource sector must be less than 1 even at the maximum stock. Therefore, if
p*cxK < 1, then the resource sector will attractno labour. Furthermore,even if
p*aK = 1, the harvest will be 0. Inequality (26) follows immediately. (ii) This
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follows by implication from (i) and (iii). We can thereforeproceed directly to the
proof of (iii). (iii) Specializationin the resourcegood requiresthat the wage in the
resource sector be greaterthan 1 at Sz. Thereforewe requirep*aSz _? 1, where Sz
is given by (25), yielding the requirement
p*aK(I - aL/r) > 1

(29)

for specializationin the resourcegood. Statement(iii) follows by rearrangementof
(29).
Proposition7 covers all possible cases and implies the following corollary.
COROLLARY7.1
If r/L > a, the steady-state pattern of production can be characterized as a
function of world price, p*.

p*< 1/(Ka)

=> specialization in manufactures

1/(Ka) < p* < 1/[(1

p

>

1/[(1

-

-

aL/r)Ka]

aL/r)Ka]

=> diversified production
=> specialization in the resource good.

If r/L < a, then the countrycannot specialize in the resource good, regardless of
U
the world price.
Putting Propositions (4)-(7) together allows an interestingcharacterizationof the
consequences of trade as a function of the world price, p*.
In figure 5, the flat line labelled uA representsthe steady-statelevel of per capita
utility under autarky.The other line representssteady-stateutility under free trade
as a function of the world price of the resource good for a country with r/L > a.
The prices pl*, ... ,p3* marked on the horizontal axis are pivotal prices for this
case. There is some possible world price pl*, such that world prices less than
pl* would lead the small country to specialization in manufactures.At pl*, the
domestic economy moves from specialization to diversification,but still exports
manufactures.If the world price happened to equal the small country's autarky
price,pA, its tradingutility would equal its autarkyutility, as illustrated.At all prices
below pA, the domestic economy would export manufacturesand would experience
steady-stategains from trade.At world pricesjust above pA, the domestic economy
would be an exporterof the resource good but would be diversified in production.
In this range, steady-stateutility under free trade would be less than it would be
in autarky.
Provided that r/L > a, there exists a price such as p2* that would be just high
enough to induce the domestic economy to specialize in productionof the resource
good. This world price actually minimizes steady-stateutility. Beyond price p2*,
furtherincreases in the world price are beneficial to the domestic economy, and
there is some price, p3*, that yields trading steady-state utility equal to autarky
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Steady-state utility and the terms of trade

utility. Still higher world prices would imply steady-stateutility gains relative to
autarky.
If, on the other hand, r/L < a, then the small country cannot specialize in
the resource good in steady state because employing its full labour force in harvesting would lead to extinction of the resource. Before the resource is physically
exhausted, however, the value of marginalproductin harvestingdeclines to 1, and
thus economic forces will ensure that this economy must diversify its production
and reduce its harvestrate. Per capita steady-stateutility is monotonicallyfalling in
the world price of the resourcegood. The strongerthis country'sapparent'comparative advantage'in the resource good, the lower its steady-stateutility. In addition,
since steady-state utility falls with improvementsin the terms of trade, for sufficiently low discount rates internationaltrade at more favourableworld prices can
lead to lower overall welfare for this resource-abundantcountry.Although a more
favourableterms of trade is beneficial during the specialization period leading up
to diversification,the eventual steady-stateutility level in tradeis lower the higher
is the world price of the resourcegood. As a consequence, for some discount rates
the transitionalbenefits of a higher terms of trade will be more than offset by
steady-statelosses.
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The intuition behind these results is straightforward.If a country exports the
manufacturedgood, then trade creates conventional 'consumption' and 'production' gains. In addition,it partiallycorrectsfor the open-access problemby shifting
the economy's productionmix away from the open-access (resource)sector. Consequently,gains from trade are ensured.
If a countryexports the resouircegood, there are two offsetting forces at work:
resource depletion effects that arise when trade raises a country's harvest rate and
lowers its productionpossibilities over time; and terms-of-tradeeffects that work
in just the opposite direction by raising a country's consumption possibilities in
trade.From proposition7 we know that when a countrycannot specialize in trade,
it continuesto harvestthe resourceuntil the value of marginalproductin harvesting
is driven to 1. As a consequence, national income (measuredin terms of the numeraire) is now once again at its autarkylevel. Consumers' income measured in
termsof the numeraireis now the same as it is in autarky,but the resourcegood has
a higherrelativeprice than before. Consequently,both productionand consumption
possibilities are reduced by trade, steady-stateutility is thereby reduced, and the
overall welfare comparisonsgiven in proposition4 follow as well.
If the resource good exporterspecializes in production,however, then the value
of nationalincome falls in termsof the resourcegood but rises in termsof manufactures. Steady-statelosses from trade may occur, but this depends quite sensitively
on tastes and the level of world relative prices. Unlike the case of diversified production, there are some combinationsof taste parameter,B and price p* that will
allow gains from trade.
V.

CONCLUDING

REMARKS

This paper examines the trade flows, production patterns, and welfare outcomes
for a small open economy endowed with an open-access renewableresource. The
pattern of production and trade follows in a very natural way from the small
open economy version of comparativeadvantage.Specifically, whetherthe country
exports or imports the resource good depends on whether the world price of the
resource good exceeds or is less than the autarkyprice of the resource good in
the small country.Autarkyprices, in turn, are determinedby a measure of relative
resource abundance, r/L, where r is the intrinsic resource growth rate and L is
labour supply.
Despite the similaritiesto standardfactorendowmentmodels, the welfare effects
of trade are notably different. Given the marketfailure created by open access, it
is perhaps not too surprising to find that internationaltrade may provide lower
steady-stateutility than autarky,and the overall welfare consequences of free trade
may well be negative. Our other majorresults are less easily anticipated.We show
that for any resource-abundanteconomy that has a labour force too large to allow
specialization in production, steady-stateutility is necessarily reduced as a result
of trade;overall welfare is also reducedif futureutility is discountedat some small
but positive discount rate; and there does not exist any sufficiently favourable
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world relative price of the resource good that will lead to greater consumption
possibilities in the trading steady state. Moreover, we find that 'improvements'
in this country's terms of trade (i.e., increases in the world price of the resource
good) may well be immiserizeringbecause they necessarily reduce steady-state
consumptionpossibilities and can reduce overall welfare as well.
When a small country exports the resource good under free trade but specializes in production,then its steady-stateconsumptionpossibilities may or may not
increase with trade.A countrythat specializes in the resource good can have lower
steady-state utility in trade and suffer a reduction in overall welfare as a result
of trade, but gains must occur if the world relative price of the resource good is
sufficiently high or consumers' taste for the resource good is sufficiently weak. A
small country that exports manufacturesalways gains from trade.
We have used explicit functionalforms for utility,resource growth, and the harvesting productionfunction. Using these specific and relatively simple functional
forms allows calculation of closed-form solutions for variables of interest and allows a clear understandingof the underlying economic principles at work in our
analysis. We have not reportedthe effects of generalizing these assumptions,primarily because of space considerations.We have found, however, that the basic
patternof our analysis is robustto naturalgeneralizationof these functionalforms.
For example, we can replace the Cobb-Douglas utility function with general homothetic utility or we can replace the Schaefer productionfunction with a general
homogenous productionfunction and obtain similar results, although with some
loss of clarity and some expansion of algebra.
There are many additional lines of research that could be pursued. We have
focused on the small open economy as a useful starting point. Arguably, this is
an empirically plausible representationfor some low-income countries producing
renewable resource products. A natural extension is to consider a simple twocountrymodel with endogenousworld prices, which is done in Branderand Taylor
(1997a).
Throughoutour analysis we have excluded any discussion of optimal policy. It
should be understoodthat the losses from tradeand the inefficiencies arising under
autarkycould be preventedby introducingan efficient resourcemanagementpolicy.
In additionto simply establishingpropertyrights,alternativefirst-bestpolicies could
take the form of either quantityrestrictionsor taxes. By assumption,however, such
solutions are not possible, or at least not complete. If they were possible, the
open-access problem would not be relevant.Even if first-best solutions cannot be
undertaken,there are possible second-best approaches,such as trade restrictions.
Another second-best possibility would be to impose a modified 'Hartwick'srule'
(see Hartwick 1977) underwhich an exportingcountrythat experiencedtemporary
gains from selling a resourcegood on world marketsmight re-investthose proceeds
in an alternativeasset. Explorationof these possibilities would requireextensions
of our basic model, and we see considerablescope for furtherinvestigation.
The main contributionof this paper is a demonstrationthat when a renewable
resourceis subjectto open access, or something approachingit, then free trademay
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not be the tide that raises all boats. Improvedmanagementof renewableresources
may be a necessary preconditionfor gains from trade.
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